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Foreword 
This report publishes the metadata of a 3d modelling study by a BUFI student which 
subsequently was then formalised by British Geological Survey (BGS) modelling staff. As the 
model was created by a visiting student no accurate metadata was maintained during the project 
set-up period. This document aims to publish all known metadata and indicates where 
uncertainty of source arises. The model was given to BGS after the initial student completion 
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phase to allow the in-house modelling team to bring the model into line with BGS best practice. 
The model was developed under the 3d Models for Teaching team, part of the Geological 
Modelling Systems program at BGS. 3D geological models have great potential as a resource for 
universities when teaching foundation geological concepts as it allows the student to visualise 
and interrogate UK geology. They are especially useful when dealing with the conversion of 2D 
field, map and GIS outputs into three dimensional geological units, which is a common problem 
for all students of geology. Today’s earth science students use a variety of skills and processes 
during their learning experience including the application of schema’s, spatial thinking, image 
construction, detecting patterns, memorising figures, mental manipulation and interpretation, 
making predictions and deducing the orientation of themselves and the rocks. 3D geological 
models can reinforce spatial thinking strategies and encourage students to think about processes 
and properties, in turn helping the student to recognise pre-learnt geological principles in the 
field and to convert what they see at the surface into a picture of what is going on at depth.  
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Summary 
This report summarises the data and information used in the construction of the model of 
Cirencester, and the procedures and standards used to ensure its integrity.  
1 Modelled volume, purpose and scale 
A model of the artificial ground within the gravel working of Cirencester was conceived by 
Ashley Mehaffy for his BUFI grant. It included the upper bedrock units in addition to the 
superficial and worked ground areas. The model was completed in a limited amount of time, and 
as such wasn’t produced to the exacting standards of other BGS 3d models. After Mehaffy had 
completed his project the model was given across to the modelling team allowing it to be 
formalised and this was completed in 2012-13. The area (Figure 1) shows the project boundary 
together with the bedrock and superficial geology constructed in the final 3d model. The project 
sits along a series of river terraces aside the River Thames, these in turn overlie the bedrock 
geology which comprises the Jurassic limestones and mudstones. 
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Figure 1 - Geology of Cirencester area 
2 Modelled surfaces/volumes 
The model represents the currently mapped 50k scale bedrock geology. The units modelled are: 
 Worked Ground – all gravel extractions through the gravel river terraces 
 Alluvium 
 River Terrace Deposits, undifferentiated 
 First River Terrace Deposits 
 Second River Terrace Deposits 
 Third River Terrace Deposits 
 Fourth River Terrace Deposits 
 Head 
 Oxford Clay Formation 
 Kellaways Formation 
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 Great Oolite Group 
 Fullers Earth Formation 
 Inferior Oolite Group 
3 Modelled faults 
Although the model was generated using the ‘superficial engine’ (i.e. no faulting was generated) 
some faults were described as steps in the cross-sections. Figure 2 shows a cross-section with 
such a stepped fault. These units still calculate the geological units as a whole block but honour 
the fault throw.  
 
Figure 2 - Cross-section showing stepped faulting 
4 Model datasets 
Derivation and processing of (including date and by whom): 
 DTM – 25m cell resolution was used. (This was created by Mehaffy and no source data 
exists for its generation) 
 Borehole data – extracted using DGSM 
 Map data – 50k DigMapGB clipped from the corporate files 
 Sheets 235 (Cirencester) & 252 (Swindon) were consulted along with the cross-sectional 
detail held on these maps 
 GVS and GLEG – these files contain the stratigraphical order and colours needed to 
display the model. These can be found in the Appendix below. 
5 Model development log 
NB: This section of log records only the details from the point when Mehaffy passed the 
model back to the BGS modelling team 
S Thorpe 31st August 2011 
S Thorpe picked up Ashley Mehaffy’s Cirencester model (student from early 2011) in order that 
a Lithoframe Viewer model is created for inclusion on the 3D Models for Teaching website. 
After loading the model and getting used to the geology etc, Steve was able to pick out some 
areas that needed a bit of work to get them tidier. 

















Further quality checks need to be performed and more time put into this model to bring it up to 
the BGS standards. 
5th September 2011 – S Thorpe 
Began to clean a few of the sections, by making the lines into one single correlation, amended 
the polygons for the central RTD1 envelope and tidied some of the alluvium and river terraces in 
section. 
Also removed some of the extraneous cross-sections that Mehaffy has used to define the smaller 
terraces. These don’t add any modelling value (in fact they make it more difficult for the 
computer to create regular triangles). 
Added STHORPE_ALV_Helper to provide some base data to the alluvial tract running north-
south in the eastern section of the model. 
26th Sep 2011 – Cross-section N_S_4 bears no resemblance to the geology that the model is 
trying to reproduce (the units are formational or lower, whereas the model tends to be Group 
level information). The cross-section was amended to subsume these smaller units into the group 
level (where known and necessary for the calculation) 
Cross-section S_C_E_W_4 removed due to confusion of the calculation, the units are not those 
that are being modelled. 




























































6 Model workflow 
The model was generated using the standard GSI3D workflow for superficial geological models. 
This was loosely interpreted by Mehaffy, which resulted in some differing practices being 
employed, such as drawing cross-sections to define the outline of worked ground polygons and 
river terraces. From August 2011 S Thorpe employed a more standard BGS methodology. This 
included amending the directions of some of these cross-sections, and removing those that 
hindered the calculation. 
7 Model limitations 
 There is more work that needs to be put into the relationships of the Alluvium and River 
Terrace Deposits. These are inconsistently modelled. 
Appendix 
Table 1 - GVS used in the Cirencester 3d Model 
name  id  Lithostrat Lithology  Age  Description 
wgr  1  WGR  VOID  Holocene  Worked Ground (Undivided) 
Worked Ground  2  WGR  VOID  Holocene  Worked Ground (Undivided) 
wmgr  5  WMGR  ARTDP  Holocene  Infilled Ground 
Worked and Made Ground  6  WMGR  ARTDP  Holocene  Infilled Ground 
soil  10  SOIL  SOIL  Holocene  Soil 
alv_1  15  ALV1  ZCS  Holocene  Alluvium 
Alluvium  20  ALV1  ZCS  Holocene  Alluvium 
rtdu  25  RTDU  SV  Holocene  River Terrace Deposits 
River Terrace Deposits 
Undifferentiated  30  RTDU  SV  Holocene  River Terrace Deposits 
rtd1  35  RTD1  SV  Holocene  River Terrace Deposits 
First River Terrace Deposits  40  RTD1  SV  Holocene 
River Terrace Deposits First 
Terrace 
rtd2  45  RTD2  SV  Holocene  River Terrace Deposits 
Second River Terrace 
Deposits  50  RTD2  SV  Holocene 
River Terrace Deposits Second 
Terrace 
rtd3  55  RTD3  SV  Holocene  River Terrace Deposits 
Third River Terrace 
Deposits  60  RTD3  SV  Holocene 
River Terrace Deposits Third 
Terrace 
rtd4  65  RTD4  SV  Holocene  River Terrace Deposits 
Fourth River Terrace 
Deposits  70  RTD4  SV  Holocene 
River Terrace Deposits Fourth 
Terrace 
slip  80  SLIP  UNKN     Landslips 
Head  82  HEAD  SVCL  Holocene  Head Deposits 
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oxc  85  OXC  MDST  Jurassic 
Oxford Clay Formation, 
undivided: 2 POLYS 
Oxford Clay Formation  90  OXC  MDST  Jurassic 
Oxford Clay Formation, 
undivided: 2 POLYS 
klb  95  KLB  SDSM  Jurassic  KELLAWAYS FORMATION 
Kellaways Formation  100  KLB  SDSM  Jurassic  KELLAWAYS FORMATION 
gog  105  GOG  LMST  Jurassic  21 POLYS: all on Gloucester 
Great Oolite Group  110  GOG  LMST  Jurassic  Great Oolite Group 
fe  115  FE  MDST  Jurassic  FULLER'S EARTH FORMATION 
Fullers Earth Formation  120  FE  MDST  Jurassic  FULLER'S EARTH FORMATION 
ino  125  INO  OOLM  Jurassic 
1 POLY; INFERIOR OOLITE 
GROUP, on 234, is OK 
Inferior Oolite Group  130  INO  OOLM  Jurassic  Inferior Oolite Group 
 
Table 2 - GLEG used in the Cirencester 3d Model 
HWH  DESCRIPTION  255 223 242 255 TEXTURES\HWH.jpg 
Harwich Formation  DESCRIPTION  255 223 242 255 TEXTURES\HWH.jpg 
IGD  DESCRIPTION  116 90 90 255 TEXTURES\czsp.jpg 
ILSI  DESCRIPTION  255 237 54 255 TEXTURES\zc.jpg 
Interglacial Deposits  DESCRIPTION  116 90 90 255 TEXTURES\czsp.jpg 
ITDU  DESCRIPTION  153 176 190 255 TEXTURES\CZPV.jpg 
KPGR  DESCRIPTION  237 224 201 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
LASI  DESCRIPTION  255 237 0 255 TEXTURES\zc.jpg 
LGS  DESCRIPTION  254 146 174 255 TEXTURES\s.jpg 
LHGR  DESCRIPTION  254 174 50 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
Lynch Gravel Formation  DESCRIPTION  254 174 50 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
LC  DESCRIPTION  179 156 125 255 TEXTURES\LC.jpg 
London Clay  DESCRIPTION  179 156 125 255 TEXTURES\LC.jpg 
LMBE  DESCRIPTION  219 133 20 255 TEXTURES\LMBE.jpg 
Lambeth Group  DESCRIPTION  219 133 20 255 TEXTURES\LMBE.jpg 
LOFT  DESCRIPTION  218 254 254 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
UMCL  DESCRIPTION  255 192 192 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
UPR  DESCRIPTION  6 212 110 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
USC  DESCRIPTION  192 192 255 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
LSC  DESCRIPTION  64 64 255 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
LB  DESCRIPTION  128 128 255 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
LMCL  DESCRIPTION  255 128 128 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
MCL  DESCRIPTION  255 158 158 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
RB  DESCRIPTION  255 64 64 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
UPR  DESCRIPTION  6 212 110 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
WL  DESCRIPTION  0 0 192 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
Peat  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\p.jpg 
Peat 1  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\p.jpg 
Peat 2  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\p.jpg 
Peat 3  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\p.jpg 
Peat 4  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\p.jpg 
Peat 5  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\p.jpg 
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P  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\P.jpg 
PC  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\PC.jpg 
PCS  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\PC.jpg 
PCV  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\PCV.jpg 
PCVZS  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\PCV.jpg 
PCZ  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\PC.jpg 
PL  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\PL.jpg 
PS  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\PS.jpg 
PSV  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\PSV.jpg 
PSZ  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\PS.jpg 
PT  DESCRIPTION  255 0 0 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
PV  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\PV.jpg 
PVC  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\PV.jpg 
PZ  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\PZ.jpg 
PZC  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\PZ.jpg 
PZS  DESCRIPTION  188 130 92 255 TEXTURES\PZ.jpg 
RTDU  DESCRIPTION  246 160 89 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
River Terrace Deposits  DESCRIPTION  246 160 89 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
RTD1  DESCRIPTION  255 201 148 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
RTD2  DESCRIPTION  225 170 148 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
RTD3  DESCRIPTION  195 140 148 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
RTD4  DESCRIPTION  165 201 148 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
SAGR  Sand and Gravel  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SV.jpg 
S  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\S.jpg 
SC  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SC.jpg 
SCP  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SCP.jpg 
SCV  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SCV.jpg 
SCZ  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SC.jpg 
SCZP  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SCP.jpg 
SCZV  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SCV.jpg 
SECK  DESCRIPTION  115 255 115 255 TEXTURES\CHALK.jpg
SHGR  DESCRIPTION  180 200 201 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
SOIL  DESCRIPTION  0 0 0 255 TEXTURES\soil.jpg 
SP  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SP.jpg 
SPZ  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SP.jpg 
SPZC  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SP.jpg 
STGR  DESCRIPTION  255 148 255 255 TEXTURES\VS.jpg 
SV  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SV.jpg 
SVB  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SV.jpg 
SVC  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SV.jpg 
SVCZ  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SV.jpg 
SVL  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SV.jpg 
SZVL  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SV.jpg 
SVP  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SVP.jpg 
SVZ  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SV.jpg 
SVZC  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SV.jpg 
SVZP  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SVP.jpg 
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SZ  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SZ.jpg 
SZC  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SZ.jpg 
SZCV  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SZV.jpg 
SZP  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SZP.jpg 
SZV  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SZV.jpg 
SZVC  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SZV.jpg 
SZVLB  DESCRIPTION  255 249 158 255 TEXTURES\SZV.jpg 
T1T3  DESCRIPTION  255 240 200 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
T2T3  DESCRIPTION  255 100 148 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
TOPSOIL  DESCRIPTION  0 0 0 255 TEXTURES\soil.jpg 
TAB  DESCRIPTION  58 13 181 255 TEXTURES\SZ.jpg 
Thanet Sand Formation  DESCRIPTION  58 13 181 255 TEXTURES\SZ.jpg 
TFD  DESCRIPTION  153 176 190 255 TEXTURES\CZPV.jpg 
TFGD  DESCRIPTION  246 100 50 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
Tidal Flat Deposits  DESCRIPTION  153 176 190 255 TEXTURES\CZPV.jpg 
THAM  DESCRIPTION  218 200 200 255 TEXTURES\czsv.jpg 
Thames Group  DESCRIPTION  218 200 200 255 TEXTURES\czsv.jpg 
TPGR  DESCRIPTION  254 218 174 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
Taplow Gravel Formation  DESCRIPTION  254 218 174 255 TEXTURES\vs.jpg 
TRD  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZCP.jpg 
Tidal River or Creek Deposits  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZCP.jpg 
UCK  DESCRIPTION  115 255 115 255 TEXTURES\CHALK.jpg
V  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\V.jpg 
VB  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VB.jpg 
VC  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VC.jpg 
VCL  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VC.jpg 
VCS  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VC.jpg 
VCSZ  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VC.jpg 
VCZ  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VC.jpg 
VCZS  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VC.jpg 
VL  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VL.jpg 
VLSZ  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VL.jpg 
VLSC  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VL.jpg 
VOID  DESCRIPTION  0 0 0 255 TEXTURES\BLACK.jpg 
VS  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VS.jpg 
VSB  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VS.jpg 
VSC  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VS.jpg 
VSCZ  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VS.jpg 
VSZ  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VS.jpg 
VZ  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VZ.jpg 
VZP  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VZP.jpg 
VZS  DESCRIPTION  247 195 0 255 TEXTURES\VZ.jpg 
WATER  DESCRIPTION  0 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZCP.jpg 
WGR  DESCRIPTION  130 130 130 255 TEXTURES\egr.jpg 
Worked Ground  DESCRIPTION  130 130 130 255 TEXTURES\wgr.jpg 
WHGR  DESCRIPTION  240 90 75 255 TEXTURES\SV.jpg 
WMGR  DESCRIPTION  130 130 130 255 TEXTURES\wmgr.jpg 
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Infilled Ground  DESCRIPTION  130 130 130 255 TEXTURES\wmgr.jpg 
X  DESCRIPTION  254 254 254 255 TEXTURES\BLACK.jpg 
Z  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\Z.jpg 
ZC  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZC.jpg 
ZCP  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZCP.jpg 
ZCS  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZC.jpg 
ZCSP  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZCP.jpg 
ZCSV  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZCV.jpg 
ZCV  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZCV.jpg 
ZCVS  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZCV.jpg 
ZP  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZP.jpg 
ZPC  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZP.jpg 
ZPCS  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZP.jpg 
ZPS  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZP.jpg 
ZS  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZS.jpg 
ZSC  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZS.jpg 
ZSCP  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZSP.jpg 
ZSP  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZSP.jpg 
ZSPC  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZSP.jpg 
ZSV  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZSV.jpg 
ZSVC  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZSV.jpg 
ZV  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZV.jpg 
ZVC  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZV.jpg 
ZVCS  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZV.jpg 
ZVS  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZV.jpg 
ZVSC  DESCRIPTION  206 212 174 255 TEXTURES\ZV.jpg 
BK  DESCRIPTION  0 0 0 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BKBL  DESCRIPTION  13 42 110 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BKBR  DESCRIPTION  69 54 8 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BL__L  DESCRIPTION  202 234 252 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BL__M  DESCRIPTION  49 161 222 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BL__D  DESCRIPTION  2 88 135 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BLGYD  DESCRIPTION  178 190 196 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BLGYM  DESCRIPTION  109 132 143 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BLPUM  DESCRIPTION  178 90 196 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BR__D  DESCRIPTION  110 93 38 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BR__L  DESCRIPTION  207 180 93 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BR__M  DESCRIPTION  180 130 70 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BRGYD  DESCRIPTION  140 129 95 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BRGYL  DESCRIPTION  179 169 134 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BROLM  DESCRIPTION  168 162 47 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BRORM  DESCRIPTION  204 163 41 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BRREM  DESCRIPTION  166 84 43 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BRYED  DESCRIPTION  194 165 72 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BRYEL  DESCRIPTION  212 186 100 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BRYEM  DESCRIPTION  214 178 60 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GR__D  DESCRIPTION  47 110 50 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
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GR__M  DESCRIPTION  101 163 103 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GR__L  DESCRIPTION  175 214 177 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GRBLM  DESCRIPTION  62 163 144 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GRGYM  DESCRIPTION  136 163 132 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GRYEM  DESCRIPTION  207 222 91 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GY__D  DESCRIPTION  107 107 107 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GY__L  DESCRIPTION  212 212 212 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GY__M  DESCRIPTION  179 179 179 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GYBL  DESCRIPTION  133 150 158 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GYBLD  DESCRIPTION  93 122 135 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GYBLL  DESCRIPTION  190 203 209 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GYBLM  DESCRIPTION  87 114 150 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GYBRD  DESCRIPTION  122 114 84 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GYBRL  DESCRIPTION  184 174 133 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GYBRM  DESCRIPTION  153 137 75 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GYGRD  DESCRIPTION  109 128 97 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GYGRL  DESCRIPTION  179 194 170 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GYGRM  DESCRIPTION  170 196 154 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GYOLD  DESCRIPTION  136 148 99 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GYOLL  DESCRIPTION  181 191 153 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GYOLM  DESCRIPTION  156 171 113 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
GYORL  DESCRIPTION  217 200 165 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
OL__L  DESCRIPTION  199 198 122 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
OL__M  DESCRIPTION  179 178 104 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
OR__M  DESCRIPTION  219 174 70 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
ORBRM  DESCRIPTION  204 140 43 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
ORYED  DESCRIPTION  247 209 86 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
WH  DESCRIPTION  255 255 255 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
YE__M  DESCRIPTION  235 228 87 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
BLANK  DESCRIPTION  255 255 255 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
COM  DESCRIPTION  189 128 183 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
COMU  DESCRIPTION  247 205 243 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
DENM  DESCRIPTION  84 152 186 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
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FRM  DESCRIPTION  201 150 92 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
FRMSTI  DESCRIPTION  201 150 92 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
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CLCL‐OOLM  DESCRIPTION  255 255 84 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
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LECK‐LMST  DESCRIPTION  148 0 84 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
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WHM‐MDST  DESCRIPTION  201 117 84 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
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DYS‐SIMD  DESCRIPTION  255 84 0 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
CHAM‐MDST  DESCRIPTION  237 117 201 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
LI‐MDST  DESCRIPTION  237 176 176 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
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TSF‐LMST  DESCRIPTION  201 148 0 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
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KLS  DESCRIPTION  201 201 84 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
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SALS  DESCRIPTION  255 148 54 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
CG  DESCRIPTION  255 201 0 255 TEXTURES\black.jpg 
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